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A 5.3GHz 16b 1.75GS/s Wideband RF Mixing-DAC
Achieving IMD<-82dBc up to 1.9GHz
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1Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands
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Cellular multicarrier transmitters for communications infrastructure require both high linearity and large bandwidth (BW) at GHz frequencies. The combination of multicarrier GSM, WCDMA and LTE typically requires IMD<-80dBc and SFDR>80dBc in a large transmit bandwidth of 200MHz and at an output frequency of up to 3.5GHz and beyond. Current-Steering (CS) Nyquist DACs have large BW, but their linearity drops for increasing output frequencies [1]. A separate mixer is therefore needed to generate an RF signal with high linearity. A Mixing-DAC integrates the function of the mixer and DAC together. Using a Mixing-DAC can result in different architectures trade-offs which potentially enable a reduction of the cost and power consumption, while improving the linearity at high frequencies. The state-of-the-art Mixing-DACs attain linearity by means of ΔΣ modulation [2,3] or low sample rate [4], but this results in a limited BW and does not result in a linearity better than IMD<-71dBc. Even a GaAs implementation [5] only achieves IMD<-70dBc while consuming 1.2W.

This paper proposes a CS Mixing-DAC architecture that provides both high linearity and large BW at an output frequency of up to 5.3GHz. This is enabled by using the architecture depicted in Fig. 9.6.1. The key properties of this architecture are: local mixing per current cell, multilevel cascoding with double bleeding currents and elevated bulk voltage, supply-isolated LO driver, and sort-and-combine calibration [1].

The 16b converter is segmented into a 6b unary part and a 10b binary part. The 10 binary current cells are accurately scaled versions of the unary current cell. A current cell contains a cascoded current source (M0, M1), data switches (M2, M3), mixer switches (M4-M7) and output cascodes (M8, M9). The measurement probes (M8m, M9m) for the error measurement can individually connect each current cell to the measurement circuit during calibration. The digital baseband signal is supplied to the Data switches while the LO signal up-converts it to the RF output frequency. The switching signals for the data and mixer switches are generated using CML buffers. This prevents signal-dependency in the supply current consumption and enables control of the cross-over point of the switching signals. Coupling of the LO signal to the output is minimized by careful layout.

To maintain high linearity at RF frequencies this Mixing-DAC uses local mixing per current cell, a balanced LO distribution tree and a global LO driver. Local mixing means that the mixing is implemented locally in each current cell, as opposed to using one global mixer at the output. Local mixing offers the highest linearity, since it essentially is an inherently linear 1-bit system, as theoretically argued in [6]. Tight control over the mismatch between the mixers in the array of current cells is required [7]. The timing errors in the mixer function can originate from both the LO signal and the mixer switches. The single global LO driver and the carefully designed distribution tree eliminates timing mismatch between the distributed LO signals. Since the mixer is fully differential, mismatch in the mixer switches causes mainly duty-cycle timing errors and almost no delay timing errors [7]. These duty-cycle errors generate predominantly out of band distortion, which can easily be filtered out. Other important mismatches between the current cells are: static mismatch of the current sources and timing mismatch of the data switches. These are calibrated using the sort-and-combine method [1]. Note that its use in Mixing-DACs is novel, maintaining the calibration advantages even at RF frequencies.

The multilevel cascoding strategy ensures that each function of the current cell is isolated from the other functions. This implies that every transistor, apart from its main function, also acts as a cascode. The main functions are: reference current generation (M0, M1), data switching (M2, M3) and mixing (M4-M7). Some state-of-the-art Mixing-DACs combine multiple functions in one transistor, e.g. use the current source transistor also as a mixer [3], which hampers the independent optimization for each function. The separate transistor level per function of the proposed architecture enables the precise optimization for each function. The cascading transistors (M8, M9) and double bleeding currents for the mixer and the output cascode (llocmix and lloccond) are used to protect the most sensitive nodes and to increase the output impedance. The mixer operates at the LO frequency and hence driving its gate capacitance is critical. Therefore, the mixer is implemented using 1.2V thin-oxide devices. To provide an optimal voltage range of 1.8V for the 4 cascaded thin-oxide transistors, the operating voltages of the mixer are shifted using a triple-well technology. This improves the Mixing-DAC performance without compromising reliability. The required elevated bulk voltage is generated on-chip.

The required elevated supply voltage for the LO driver is generated from the 3.3V power supply using an internal regulator. The regulator also ensures that the local supply voltage remains clean.

The proposed architecture is implemented using a triple-well 65nm CMOS technology with 1.2V and 3.3V supplies. A micrograph of the die of the dual-Mixing-DAC with two Mixing-DAC cores and the digital front-end is shown in Fig. 9.6.7. The area of one Mixing-DAC core is 1.6mm². The nominal full-scale output current is 50mA in a differential 50Ω load. To synchronize the switching activities of the mixer and data switches, fclk is an integer multiple of fref and the phase between the two signals is optimally set. The typical configuration is: fref=1.75GS/s, fclk=1.75GHz and fctl=155MHz. The power consumption is 710mW with two Mixing-DAC cores and 380W with only one Mixing-DAC core enabled. The nominal output power of a single-tone signal in the high Nyquist band at fctl=1GHz is -8.0dBm. Due to losses in the measurement setup, the signal power at the spectrum analyzer is -14.9dBm. In the remaining part of this paper, the measurement results are not corrected for this loss. The output spectrum of a dual-tone signal is shown in Fig. 9.6.2, where the lowest odd-order IMD is IMD5= -83.9dBc. In a radio transmitter, a transmit filter attenuates spurious emissions at typically >150MHz from the carrier. Therefore, the SFDR in a Reduced Bandwidth (RB) of 300MHz is relevant. The single-tone SFDRighb is 75.1dBc. The SFDR in the full Nyquist band is 66.3dBc, which is limited by HD2. The measured thermal noise power, including the measurement setup, is -168dBm/Hz at 10MHz from the output frequency.

The results of IMD and SFDR measurements for various values of fctl are shown in Fig. 9.6.3, where fctl=1GHz. Both the high and low Nyquist band are shown. Figure 9.6.4 shows the measurement results for fctl=1.3 to 5.1GHz, fctl=1GHz and fctl=155MHz. Since most publications measure with a small RB (150MHz), the RB bandwidth of the SFDRighb data point is indicated in Fig. 9.6.4 with black interval bars. The linearity up to 1.5GHz is almost constant and is limited by the baseband-frequency part of the converter. Above 1.5GHz, cell-dependent timing errors in the mixer cause the linearity to degrade for increasing output frequency. However, the presented chip outperforms [2-5] in terms of IMD and SFDRighb while measuring in the largest RB.

A 13-tone signal at 2.0GHz is shown in the top of Fig. 9.6.5, which ultimately demonstrates that the proposed Mixing-DAC architecture realizes the RF digital-to-analog conversion with 81dBc linearity in 300MHz BW. The excellent noise and distortion performance is further demonstrated using a 4-channel LTE signal at 2.0GHz, shown in Fig. 9.6.5 bottom. A performance summary for fctl=1.9GHz and fctl=1GHz is given in Fig. 9.6.6. Also a comparison with previously reported work is given.

The reported measurement results (IMD<-82dBc, SFDRighb>75dBc for fctl=1.9GHz) validate that the proposed architecture can simultaneously provide high linearity and large bandwidth.
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Figure 9.6.1: Schematic of the Mixing-DAC architecture.

Figure 9.6.2: IMD=-83.9dBc at an output frequency of 1.9GHz.

Figure 9.6.3: Two-tone IMD and single-tone SFDR (RB=300MHz) for various values of f_in.

Figure 9.6.4: Two-tone IMD and single-tone SFDR (RB=300MHz) as a function of the output frequency.

Figure 9.6.5: Multi-tone and modulated output signals result in a large clean bandwidth.

Figure 9.6.6: Performance summary and comparison.
Figure 9.6.7: Die micrograph with bond wires removed.